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There is a range of cases:
(1)	A person I meet (or an object I see, e.g., a house). Here I have direct perceptual contact. On the strength of the percept representing the person or object, the de re representation does so as well. I need not have any significant beliefs about the object.
•	A plausible view is that the percept is the de re representation. So one way to initiate a de re representation is through perception.
(2)	George Washington. Here I have only descriptive contact with the representatum. For instance, my primary school teacher may have told me about George Washington. What description did I have available? I might have thought of George Washington as «the first president of the US», or alternatively as «the man Miss Marbel is talking about and calling “George Washington”».
•	 So at least sometimes having contact with an object by way of a definite description can initiate a de re representation.
•	I am not sure this is a case of getting the de re representation from a definite description. I do have some definite descriptions available, but it seems to me introspectively that I start thinking of George Washington in a de re way as soon as I hear Miss Marbel talk about him and use the name “George Washington”. I may never have the explicit thought that Miss Mabel is talking about someone and calling him “George Washington”.
•	Consider a related case. Someone tells me about a friend named “George”. I start thinking about the person in a de re way, but the name might not register. I often find myself forgetting names within a couple of seconds after being told the names, but that need not keep me from initiating a de re representation for the person I am being told about. Nor do I have any explicit thoughts that I am currently being told about the person. Language does not work that way. It is more “transparent”, in the same sense perception is normally transparent. We get thoughts about the world as a direct result of hearing what others are saying and without thinking about the fact that they are saying something. In fact, we may often be unsure exactly what they are saying, e.g., in a noisy environment, but we can still get thoughts about the world from their utterances. Or if a person utters a particularly long sentence (Terry’s 2 minute sentence), I won’t remember just what words were uttered by the time the sentence ends, but I do get a thought from it. And often such thoughts contain new de re representations.
(3)	Dilapedes. Richard tells me about a pre-Socratic philosopher named “Dilapedes”, whose view was that everything is broken. By coincidence, there really was such a person but Richard does not know there was and is just making it up. On the strength of what Richard says, I acquire a de re representation, but does it designate Dilapedes? I am inclined to think not. Note that this is a Gettier case. I do not know that such a person exists, but I do have justified true belief that he does. In my (1980) and (1983), I took this to indicate that “non-defective epistemic contact” is required for thinking of an object with a de re representation. However, the Sethios case (below) is a counter-example to that.
•	Note that just as in the previous case, there are two different definite descriptions I might be employing in initiating the de re representation. I might be thinking of «the pre-Socratic philosopher named ‘Dilapedes’ whom Richard told me about», or I might be thinking about «the pre-Socratic philosopher named ‘Dilapedes’ whose view was that everything is broken». The former description has no representatum, but the latter refers to Dilapedes. It does not seem that the choice of description affects whether my de se representation has a representatum. If not, then it is not just having the description that is involved in initiating the de re representation. This would, however, be handled correctly by the non-defective access requirement.
(4)	Sethios. Here Peabody conjectures that there is a “Master Criminal” behind the events she observes, and dubs him “Sethios”. She is not sure Sethios exists, although in fact, he does. She shares her theory with others, and they can come to think of Sethios in terms of de re representations. It seems that their representations really do designate Sethios.
•	An important observation is that Peabody really is thinking about Sethios despite being unsure he exists. Furthermore, she is thinking about him in a de re way. So she is getting the de re representation from an existential thought that is not even a belief.
•	A consequence of this example is that one can think about an object via a de re representation even though it is initiated by a way of thinking about the representatum where one is unsure that there is any such an object. This is a counterexample to the non-defective epistemic contact condition that I suggested in (1980) and (1983).
•	When I start thinking about Sethios in a de re way as a result of hearing Peabody talk about him, I know that she is unsure he exists, so I am too, but I am still thinking about him. My de re representation derives, in some sense, from Peabody’s. This example suggests a straight historical connection account of the representatum of a de re representation. That is, it automatically designates whatever is designated by the representation initiating it. 
•	Talking about historical connections may be more fruitful here than it is for public language. In public language, what persists historically is a name (a lexical type), but many people typically have that name and we cannot pick out a suitable object to which we can attach a history in a non-circular way. (The history pertains, at most, to the name used in a certain way. If we individuate names partly semantically, we can get appropriate objects for historical persistence and connections, but the theory we seek, as a theory of the semantics of proper names, is a theory of these partly semantical objects. Thus we cannot non-circularly appeal to them but their history to analyze the semantics of proper names. We need the theory before we can know what objects it is we are tracking historically.) For representations, we are talking about lexical types of mental objects, involved in the thought of a single cognizer. Here there is a single lexical type that can carry the representatum over time. 
•	There are two different historical connections that is important for present purposes. First, it is assumed that a de re representation maintains its representatum over time. So this is an historical connection analogous to that to which theories of proper names try to appeal. Second, it is proposed that there must be an historical connection between the de re representation (a lexical type) and the representation (or perception) initiating it. The proposal would be that the de re representation either represents what the percept represents, or represents the representatum of the representation initiating it. I will take this to be the “historical connection theory”, at least for now.
•	Here is a strange and important observation. In cases of linguistic communication, the de re representation initiating mine is not one of my de re representations. It is a de re representation of the speaker. For example, I am thinking about the de re representation for Sethios as being initiated by Peabody’s representation.
•	We might try saying something similar about Dilapedes, viz., that my de re representation for Dilapedes is initiated by Richard’s representation. Because the latter fails to represent, so does my de re representation. But this is not quite right. Richard is just making the story up. I doubt that he is employing any mental representation in association with his use of the term “Dilapedes”. (He might be, but one that he takes as fictional.)
•	IS THERE A BETTER TOOL THAN INTROSPECTION FOR GETTING AT WHAT DE RE REPRESENTATIONS PEOPLE ARE EMPLOYING?
•	The historical connection theory might handle both the Sethios and Dilapedes cases. But the next case creates problems for an historical connection account.
(5)	Twin sisters (taken from a novel whose title I have forgotten). A man meets a woman and falls in love with her. Then he leaves on a business trip. While he is gone, the woman is murdered, but the murderers were mistaking her for her twin sister. So as not to reveal that she is still alive, the twin takes her place. The man returns to find the twin in the place of the first sister, but does not realize it. He “continues” his love affair, which becomes a stable relationship that extends over a period of years. Only much later does he learn about the switch, but at that point his relationship is with the second sister. Initially, he was thinking of the first sister in terms of a de re representation. When he returned, he still thought of her that way but mistakenly identified the second sister with her. Subsequently, whenever he encountered the second sister he was led to form beliefs involving the de re representation, but the beliefs were false because that made them beliefs about the first sister. Eventually, however, he is thinking about the second sister when he employs the de re representation. So the representatum of the representation can change over time. This is a counterexample to the historical connection theory just stated.
•	On the other hand, when he encounters the second sister he has true perceptual beliefs about her. If the percept is or initiates a de re representation, then it seems there must be multiple de re representations he is employing, with the belief that they designate a single person.
•	This is bothersome. It suggests that everytime we see something we acquire a new de re representation for thinking about it. Maybe we do. It is just the percept. But beliefs involving it need not be stored in long-term memory. Perhaps a single representation is used for that purpose. Then it seems that the representation stored is the one the man initially employs for thinking of the first sister, and it seems that the representation comes, over time, to designate the second sister.
•	One possibility is that is still in the spirit of the historical connection theory is that the de re representation is “reinitiated” by the new percepts that lead to beliefs involving it.
•	We can have similar changes of representatum in purely descriptive cases. Suppose Keith points out a man at a diplomatic reception. The man is a bit typsy, and his companions find his behavior hillarious. As we are leaving, Keith tells me in an offhanded manor that the man we were watching is the President of the small island nation of Aegelia. In this he is mistaken, although the man we saw does look a bit like the President of Aegelia. Because of his humorous behavior, I remember this man, thinking of him in a de re way. Among my beliefs about him is the belief that he is the President of Aegelia. I then read about the President of Aegelia in the newspaper, and because I believe he is the man I saw, I form beliefs containing the perceptually-derived de re representation. The President of Aegelia is transported into a position of international prominence when he undertakes a peace-making role in the Mideast, and I continue to form beliefs containing my de re representation. At some point I may completely forget about having seen the man or his having been pointed out by Keith. As time passes, whenever I read about the President of Aegelia, I form beliefs containing the de re representation. This may go on for years as the President of Aegelia becomes the head of the UN, wins a Nobel Peace Prize, etc. Surely, at some point, I am thinking about the President of Aegelia and not about the man in the room when I have thoughts containing the de re representation.
•	The Dilapedes case can be modified to generate similar results. There, I get my de re representation from Richard’s made-up story, and at that point it does not seem that I am thinking about the real Dilapedes. But suppose having once gotten the representation that way, I go on to read about Dilapedes in historical texts about the pre-Socratics. As I read, I form beliefs containing the de re representation initiated by Richard’s tale. Surely, at some point I am thinking about the real Dilapedes in this way, even though initially I was not. When I first encounter an historical reference to Dilapedes and form a belief using my de re representation, that belief is false, because it is a belief about the person Richard was purportedly talking about. But as time passes and I form more beliefs in this way, it seems that the initially false beliefs become true. Or to put it in a clearer fashion, the syntactically individuated thoughts involving the de re representation come to be of a different semantical type and become true as their semantical type changes.
•	Here is another example with some similar features but an interesting difference. Knowing little about the history of philosophy, I read a bit about Aristotle, learning something of his philosophical views but missing the important detail that he died several thousand years ago. In another context, I read about Aristotle Onassis and mistakenly think that he is the same man. I have a single de re representation that occurs both in beliefs about there being a philosopher with certain views and beliefs about a Greek shipbuilder who married the widow of an American president. Who, if anyone, am I thinking about when I employ this de re representation? As I first read about Aristotle the philosopher, I was at that point acquiring true beliefs about the philosopher. When I then read about Aristotle Onassis and confused him with Aristotle the philosopher, I was acquiring false beliefs about the philosopher. But as time passed and my beliefs involving the de re representation derived equally from reports of Aristotle the philosopher and Aristotle Onassis, it does not seem right to say that all my beliefs involving this de re representation are about Aristotle the philosopher, some deriving from historical texts and being true, and others deriving from more recent sources that were actually talking about Aristotle Onassis and being false. Nor does it seem right to say that although I have many beliefs, some true and some false, about Aristotle the philosopher, I have no beliefs at all about Aristotle Onassis. Instead, it seems that I have a bunch of confused thoughts that cannot be sorted out as being about one of these people rather than the other.
•	Notice that if I eventually discover my confusion, I cannot go back and sort out my beliefs, saying that some are about Aristotle the philosopher, and others are about Aristotle Onassis, and all are true except the belief that Aristotle the philosopher is the same person as Aristotle Onassis. Instead, upon learning that these were two different men I acquire two new de re representations, and can then try to sort out my beliefs by forming separate beliefs about the two men on the basis of the original confused mix of beliefs. I do not, in this way, reaffirm any of my earlier beliefs. I just use them as raw material for constructing new beliefs involving the new de re representations.
•	One thing this example illustrates is that a de re representation can lose its representatum without at the same time acquiring a new one.
•	In the historical connection theory, historical connections play two separate roles. They are required to connect a de re representation with its representatum initially, when it first comes into existence. The historical connection there consists of either perceiving the object represented or deriving it from an earlier representation. Historical connections also play a second role, in that a de re representation is supposed to continue, for all time, to represent the same representatum.
•	It is this second aspect of the historical connection theory that we have seen to be false. The representatum of a de re representation can change over time. The change can consist of the initial representatum being replaced by a new one, or it can consist of the initial representatum being detached from the representation without the representation acquiring a new representatum.
•	Perhaps we can handle this by talking about the de re representation being “multiply reinitiated” by becoming tied to additional de re representations. If the bulk of the thoughts I have containing the de re representation can be traced to one or these initiating representations rather than others, then that determines the representatum. But if none of the initiating representations plays a dominant role, then the de re representation lacks a representatum.
•	I have also raised problems for the first part of the historical connection theory. Perhaps they can be resolved by recognizing three kinds of initiating relations rather than just two. (1) A de re representation can be initiated perceptually. (2) A de re representation can be initiated on the basis of an existential belief involving a definite description. (3) A de re representation can be initiated by linguistic communication, in which case it is linked to a representation of the speaker. (The Dilapedes case may still be a problem for this third mode of initiation.)




•	It seems to me introspectively that existential beliefs can generate something like de re representations, even when they do not purport to be about unique objects. If I believe there there is something that is F (and perhaps there are many F’s), I can have further thoughts about “it”, without enclosing the whole thing in quantifiers. This is like the introduction of a Skolem constant.
•	Suppose that while under ether, I half hear my dentist telling his assistant about Dilapedes. He is just kidding, but I come away with the belief that there was such a person. I have no idea where I got the belief. In particular, I am unaware that I heard it from the dentist. I can start thinking of the putative person (who is actually real) in a de re way. Am I thinking about the real Dilapedes? It seems to me that I am, because I generated the de re representation from my existential belief, not by attaching it to a thought I get from another person. 
•	If I hear someone talking about Dilapedes, that seems to create a de re representation in me without my forming an explicit beliefs about the speaker or about what he is saying. This suggests that there really is a way of getting the de re representation “from”a speaker.

•	How do we decide whether we have a particular de re representation? I have been relying upon simple introspection, but I do not find that I have very clear introspective data here. What I do introspect clearly is that I have various thoughts about various individuals, but what is at issue here is how I am thinking of those individuals when I have those thoughts.
•	One way to argue these matters is to appeal to logical arguments about what my beliefs commit me to. The trouble is, my beliefs do not occur in isolation. Even if I am not thinking of an object under a description when I have a particular thought, I may have other beliefs about the object to the effect that it uniquely satisfies various descriptions. How do I determine that the thought in question does not contain the definite description as its mode of representation of the object?
•	Consider the existential case, where I form the belief that there is something (there may be many things) that is F. It seems introspectively clear that I am develop consequences of that existential belief without my thoughts involving existential quantifiers and complex conjunctions of all my beliefs about something that is F. I can have non-existential thoughts in which I think of “it”, and I can then derive other beliefs about “it” individually, and later combine them. For instance, from ($x)Fx I seem to introduce a term t and think Ft. I may infer from Ft that Gt and Ht. These are separate thoughts, and from them together and the belief that ("x)[(Gx & Hx) « Jx] I may infer Jt and hence ($x)Jx. I could not get the latter from ($x)Gx and ($x)Hx. This is a partly logical and partly introspective argument for the claim that I move from the existential belief to thoughts involving a singular term — something like Skolem constants. Introspection is involved in the observation that my conclusions are of the simple forms Gt and Ht rather than the much more complex forms ($x)(Fx & Gx) and ($x)(Fx & Gx & Hx) that would be required to make the inference using quantified formulas. Logic is involved in observing that we could not make the inferences from simple existential formulas like ($x)Gx and ($x)Hx.
•	We can give the same form of argument for thoughts involving de re representations. They have to involve singular terms, because we can combine them logically in that way. That does not show that they cannot be definite descriptions, however. But I think we can rule out definite descriptions by introspection. The thought would have to involve the property representations of the description, and my normal thoughts about Dilapedes or Sethios do not. Here is a logical argument for the same conclusion: I can forget the original definite description and still have the thought, so the definite description cannot be a syntactical part of the thought.
•	We can give similar arguments for the thoughts we get from linguistic communication. When a person tells me about someone whom he names, I may immediately forget the name, so it is not a syntactic part of my thought, even as a constituent of a definite description. I may forget who told me about the person, and if he tells me a lot, I certainlyl will not remember exactly what he said, so those cannot be parts of definite descriptions either. The thoughts cannot be existentially quantified, because just as above, I can reason with them individually. And as the conversation continues, I may continue getting new thoughts. They are not all wrapped in an existential quantifier.
•	In all of these cases, my thoughts contain singular terms. Furthermore, the singular terms seem to be syntactically simple. I say that on two grounds. First, I do not introspect any syntactical structure. Second, there doesn’t seem to be any syntactic structure for them to have. They are not definite descriptions, and there does not seem to be any other candidate for syntactically complex singular terms.

	If I discovered that Richard was just making up his story about Dilapedes, but that what I subsequently read was about a real person, I would try to retain beliefs based on what I read. But would I employ the same de re representation, or would I employ a new one? It seems to me that when I discover the confusion I cease employing the initial de re representation and think instead about the contacts. I then form a new de re representation anchored to the material that I read and now take to be true. But this does not address the question of what my thoughts were about before I discovered the error.
	These seem to be two different questions: (1) What was I thinking about when I was confused? (2) How would I correct my beliefs if I discover the confusion? Consider the twins case. It is clear that I am thinking about the second sister, and there the two questions converge. I would reject beliefs that were originally about the first sister. Similarly, in the Dilapedes case I should reject beliefs that I got from Richard, unless they were later confirmed by what I read. This is because they are not about the current representatum of the de re representation. So although these are two different questions, they are connected. In general, I should reject beliefs that were originally about a different representatum unless I subsequently acquired reasons to hold them regarding the current representatum.
	Putting it that way gets things slightly backwards. We do not want to have to decide what our thoughts are about before deciding what we should believe. Rather, we think of our current representatum disquotationally, and when we have the belief that an earlier thought containing the de re representation was originally about something different than the current representatum (so we are thinking about the earlier thought), that is a reason for ceasing to believe it. Note that we have to think about the original thought, not think the thought, because if we think the thought it is about the new representatum. We cannot think about the original representatum by thinking the thought now.
	How does this work in the Aristotle case? It seems I must discover that I am not thinking about anyone. This cannot be disquotational. I cannot think about something and conclude that it does not exist. On the other hand, I can employ the de re representation in a negative existential thought. Similarly, Peabody can have thoughts “about” Sethios even when unsure that he exists. So the disquotational part is, in a sense, inessential. We are thinking thoughts containing the de re representation, and we can have such thoughts regardless of whether there is a representatum. In the Aristotle case, I can discover that there are two Aristotle’s, at which point I form two new de re representations, and then wonder which is “my” Aristotle (employing my original de re representation). I can decide that neither is, but I also believe that they are the only things that might be my Aristotle, and so conclude that my Aristotle does not exist. That does not seem quite right though. I do not so much decide that my Aristotle does not exist as that I was confused. This is different from the Sethios case, where Peabody could have decided that Sethios does not exist.

	In the Sethios case, instead of making up the name, suppose Peabody is told about Sethios by Emerson, who is just making it up. She goes on to form the hypothesis that Sethios is a master criminal and lies behind the rash of archeological thefts. She goes on to learn more about the master criminal (who does exist, but is not the fictional Sethios). Eventually, she is thinking about the master criminal, not the fictional Sethios.


8/19/2004
•	What is a theory of thought and its structure about? I asserted that our fundamental question is how thoughts and their constituents work in cognition. I take this to be a theory of the semantics of thoughts and their constituents. But is it right that this is the fundamental question that the material I have been producing is aimed at answering?
•	Talking about how thoughts and their constituents work is ambiguous. This could be about how you reason with them, but it could also be about how their truth conditions, extensions, and designata get determined. What is the relationship between these two sets of questions? In the case of de re representations, I suggested that determining what the representatum is and when it changes has to do with how we reason when we discover a confusion in our defeasible reason thoughts stemming from their being anchored to multiple objects. It certainly does have implications for that, but does that exhaust the significance of questions about how the representata are determined?
•	The reason we want to know what a de re representation represents is that part of cognition is concerned with manipulating the world. Thought is not just of internal significance. For the same reason, we want to know the truth conditions of thoughts and the extensions of property representations.
•	But how exactly does this fit into cognition. We want our cognition to be “about” the world so that it can guide our actions and help us manipulate the world. Think of this in terms of my account of practical cognition. 
•	Thinking of it from a first-person perspective, I have thoughts about the world and attach values to their being true. But from the first-person perspective, believing them and believing they are true are the same thing. I have beliefs about how to make various things true, and I use that in accordance with principles of rational decision making to plan courses of action. My beliefs about the world are fallible and defeasible, and the rules for cognition include rules for defeating and correcting beliefs. But it looks like all of this can be described without having more than a disquotational access to truth conditions, extensions, or designata.
•	Thinking of it from a third-person perspective, there is a distinction between what another person believes and what is true. That is, I can have beliefs about his beliefs and different beliefs about what is true. On that basis I can, if I wish, try to get him to change his beliefs, and I can predict that his actions may not have the consequences he intends. But it looks like it is only in dealing with other cognizers that “objective semantics” has a role to play.
•	So from a first-person perspective, it appears that the only reason for being interested in changes of representata for de re representations is so that we can correct muddled beliefs that should really have been distinguished as being about different objects.


